
Cuckoo clock

Version 1

Materials:
- Craftables Falling Stars (CR1294), Tiny´s 

Reindeer (CR1289), Tiny´s Pinetrees (CR1287), 
Filigree Star (CR1284), Klok (CR1234)

- Creatables Tiny´s Pinecones (LR0286), Horizon 
Pinetrees (LR0283), Anja´s large Oval (LR0239)

- Collectables Birds (COL1311) 
- Design Folder Stars (DF3408)

- Snowpaper CA3104
- Kraft paper  
- Extra sturdy kraft paper or cardboard
- Pretty Paperbloc  Arctic Winter (PK9115)
- Distress Ink: Walnut stain
- Black paper
- A small Brad ,twine 
- Scorpal metric
- Velcro

Design: Gudrun Dieckhoff -Spreckelsen
Blog: artesaniaskarten.blogspot.com



Version 2

Materials:
- Craftables Clock (CR1234), Filigree Star (CR1284), 

Tiny´s Winter Village (CR1288)
- Creatables Petra´s bells (LR0334), Tiny´s Pine 

Cones (LR0286), Horizon Pinetrees (LR0283), 
Anja´s Large Oval (LR0236)

- Design Folder Tire Track (DF3107)
- CA3104 Snowpaper 
- PK9109 Kraft paper
- Pretty paper bloc Arctic Winter (PK09115)
- Decoupage sheet Snow Snoesjes  (3DHM065)

Method:
1. Die-cut Anja’s Oval twice from design paper 
and twice from kraft paper. Mark the long 
sides of the oval at 10 cm from the top and the 
broad side in the middle. Place the oval with the 
marked points on the hartline of the Sor-Pal and 
score it.

                                      

                                           

2. Cut a strip of 29 x 10 cm and score along the length 
at 2, 4, 11, 18, 25 and 27 cm. Score along the left and 
right side an adhesive edge of 1 cm along the length.

3. Fold the scored lines. Cover the middle part with 
design paper of 6,5 x 7x5 cm. Attach double sided 
tape on the adhesive edges. Punch four small holes 
as shown on the photo below (for the pendulum and 
the weights.)



4. Cut a piece of 14 x 7 cm kraft paper for the roof. 
Fold in the middle and emboss with the Design 
Folder. Attach two pieces of Velcro. 



5. Die-cut Petra’s Bells four times, emboss and 
distress one of these. Paste the die-cuts onto each 
other with the distressed one on top. Die-cut Anja’s 
Oval from Snowpaper and die-cut the top with 
the Horizon Pinetrees. Paste fi rst the snowpaper 
and then Petra’s Bells onto the front of the clock. 
Decorate to your liking with Tiny’s Pinetrees, Tiny’s 
Deer en Tiny’s Winter Village. The clock face can be 
attached into the bough. 

6. Cut a strip of 10 x 3 cm for the pendulum and 
fold into three pieces in the length and paste this 
round. Die-cut the star twice and attach snowpaper 
onto the back. Paste the stars onto the bottom of 
the pendulum. Punch two small holes in the top of 
the pendulum, thread a piece of twine through the 
pendulum to attach it to the clock.

7. Die-cut multiple pine cones and emboss and 
distress the front, paste them onto each other 
with a piece of twine in between. Thread the twine 
through both holes in the clock and paste a second 
set of pine cones onto the other end. It is advisable 
to attach the pine cone cord before pasting the 
front of the clock onto the body.


